
The adventures of Liquidator Brunt and his loyal Nausicaan companion, Grunt! 

(Season 1) 

Ps. Wanna be the editor or one of the writers of LB&G? Sign up with Pirate King 

Persius! 

 

Episode 3 (The Game): Grunt boldly approached the Ferengi who sat enjoying his 

drink. “You, Ferengi, play Dom-Jot?” Brunt surveyed the Nausicaan keenly, laughed 

to himself for a second, and then returned to his bloodwine. Grunt struck the 

bloodwine from the Brunt’s hand in anger and demanded an explanation for the 

Ferengi’s refusal to his challenge. “Show some guramba Ferengi!” Brunt looked at 

his challenger questionably, “and what’s in it for me?” Grunt searched his pockets 

and retrieved and handful of credits, along with several Gagh from his lunch and 

slapped it on the table. Brunt stared at the clump of worms and coins and shrugged 

in disapproval “You’re not worth my time Nausicaan, go play some darts” Grunt 

pleaded with the Ferengi “What do you want, this is all I have!” brunt considered 

Grunt’s proposal with curiosity. “I’ll make you a deal Nausicaan. If you win I will pay 

you 1000 credits. But if I win, you will work for me for ten years as my bodyguard.” 

Grunt was shocked by Brunt’s proposal but accepted it anyway. He had rigged the 

table the night before and was confident that the advantage would allow him to win 

easily. One of the bar patrons set the table and the game commenced. The game 

lasted over 3 hours and Grunt was winning. Grunts shots were all perfect, and 

moved exactly where he wanted them to be. “The Ferengi looked at the table, 

looked at Brunt. “You’re cheating aren’t you?” Grunt, pretending to be innocent, 

responded “I would never cheat Ferengi, you’re just mad that you will lose!” A 



puzzling smile formed on Brunt’s face. “I'll tell you what Nausicaan. If you work for 

me, I’ll pay you a fair salary and will never have to play Dom-Jot for money again. 

However if you refuse I will reveal that you are a cheat and you will never be 

allowed back into Drozana Bar again!” Grunt looked around the room to see if 

anyone heard and shamefully shook his head in agreement. “Very well Ferengi, but 

tell me, how did you know?” Grunt finished his bloodwine and smirked menacingly. “I 

didn’t”… 

 


